LinkedIn Proﬁle Review
How to Rework Your LinkedIn Proﬁle for Increased
Networking Opportunities

6 Key Areas of Your LinkedIn Proﬁle
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Photo + Background Header
Headline
About Section
Featured
Background Experience
Recommendations

1. Photo + Background Header
Tips to Shine:

Background Header

PROFESSIONAL
PHOTO

1. Professional Photo that
is current and does not
include any other people
2. Background Header
that is Professional or
Showcases your business.
(truck with logo, building,
group of employees)

2. Headline
PROFESSIONAL HEADLINE

Tips to Shine:
1. Proven Formula:
Job title/company +
Keywords

3. About Section (aka proﬁle summary)

6 tips to make your about section
stand out from the crowd
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Lead with ‘what makes you tick’. Passion is the heart of some of the best summaries. Opening up
about what you love to do adds context to your career
Explain your present role and describe what you do in the simplest terms. Don’t repeat your job title!
Share the problems you solve, for whom, and how. This is a great way to demonstrate your skills, industry
knowledge, and/or work style.
Frame your past in a way that shows how it is helping you achieve success now and in the future.
Highlight successes by citing the biggest takeaway from your experience section. If you are in mid
career, combine accomplishments if you can.
Reveal your character! Great summaries hint at traits such as gratitude, humility, and humor.
Authenticity is key, so be honest with yourself. Think of the one trait you’re most known for, and weave it
in.
Show life outside of work. Round out your identity by sharing a hobby, interest, or volunteer role. Relate
your outside passions to your work if you can.

7 tips on how to write your about
section
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Make your ﬁrst sentence count. If you don’t hook your audience right away, you’ll lose them. Avoid things
like ‘Hi, my name is and I do this job.’ Be bold and cut right to the good stuff!
Include keywords. To improve your search rank on LinkedIn and Google, include keywords that highlight
your top skills. Use keywords related to your job and your industry.
Cut the jargon. Avoid overused words that have lost meaning, like “strategic,” “motivated,” and “creative.” Tap
a thesaurus for alternatives, or better yet, show you have those traits with an example or quick story.
Write how you speak. Think about how you would speak to new contact at a conference, and write that way.
Read your summary out loud so you can check your voice. If you wouldn’t say it, don’t write it.
Tell stories. Stories will make you rememberable! Your proﬁle at its core is a marketing tool. Storytelling can
build trust and likability.
Create whitespace. People will skim your summary, so help by breaking up the text. Steer clear of long
paragraphs. Use bullet points when appropriate.
Ask for what you want. An invitation to connect is a great way to end, but depending on your goal, you may
ask for something else. Be speciﬁc and you’ll be more likely to get what you want.

4. Featured
Tips to Shine:
Showcase work samples
that you're most proud of.
1. Feature posts that
you've authored or
re-shared
2. Articles you've
published on LinkedIn
3. External media like
videos, documents or
presentations.

5. Background Experience
Tips to Shine:
1. Include only past
experience that is relevant
to your current career
(goals)
2. Use bullet points to
highlight skills.

6. Recommendations
Tips to Shine:
1. If possible gather at least
one recommendation for
each LinkedIn Experience
entry.

Recommendations give validation to everything you have written in
your proﬁle.

2. Asking for a
recommendation is one
way to keep your network
active and top of mind.

Stay Visible on LinkedIn with
Frequent Content Publishing
Guiding Principle 1: Whatever your niche/industry, it’s really important that you post relevant
information.
Guiding Principle 2: Use First Person Voice When Posting
*this includes even when you share a curated article; give context on what you personally thought
about the article.
Guiding Principle 3: Posting Your Own Content Always Gets Higher Engagement

